 ﻣﺮﺣﺒًﺎ ﺑﻚ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪوﻧﺔLoteStock!
 ﻣﺮﺣﺒًﺎ ﺑﻚ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺪوﻧﺔLoteStock! ﻣﺪوﻧﺔ
 ﻓﻲLoteStock ،  وﻧﺤﻦ ﻧﺪﻋﻮك ﻟﺘﺼﻔﺢ ﻋﻼﻣﺎت، ﻧﻄﻤﺢ إﻟﻰ ﺟﻌﻞ ﻋﻤﻠﻚ أﺳﻬﻞ
 ﺷﻜﺮا ﻟﺰﻳﺎرﺗﻜﻢ. ﺣﻴﺚ ﺳﺘﺠﺪ أﻓﻀﻞ اﻟﻌﺮوض، اﻟﺘﺒﻮﻳﺐ اﻷﺧﺮى ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺼﻔﺤﺔ
!وﻧﺄﻣﻞ أن ﻧﺮاﻛﻢ ﻣﺮة أﺧﺮى ﻗﺮﻳﺒﺎ ﺟﺪا

LOTES DE PRODUCTO MIXTO
GRANDES LOTES DE PRODUCTO MIXTO.
Uno de los lotes contínuos con mayor margen en Europa. Lotes
de producto totalemente nuevo.
Mercancía procedente de grandes
Carrefour, Aldi, Lidl, Alcampo, …

tiendas

europeas

como:

Se trata de un PRODUCTO TOTALMENTE NUEVO en caja original. NO
es producto de devolución. NO es producto con tara.
Puede contener productos de marcas reconocidas: Hasbro, Puma,
Arena, Disney, Black and Decker, y muchas otras primeras
marcas de gran valor.
Es una mezcla de categorias, contiene género de mucha
variedad: Juguete, menaje, decoración, calzado, herramientas
de trabajo, utensilios de cocina, ocio, material escolar,
ropa, textiles, material de librería, maquillaje,
electrodomésticos, muebles… Click aquí para más información
Productos aptos para la venta en todo el mundo. Con todas las
certificaciones pertinentes.

LOTES A PRECIO ÚNICO:

LOTE DE 15 PALÉS (APROXIMADAMENTE +21.000
PIEZAS) => 4500€ (300€ / PALÉ)
LOTE DE 30 PALÉS (APROXIMADAMENTE +45.000
PIEZAS) => 8500€
LOTE DE 60 PALÉS (PROXIMADAMENTE +89.000
PIEZAS) => 14500€. | 16 CÉNTIMOS POR PIEZA!
*Los precios no incluyen impuestos
*Lee los términos y condiciones

Codiciones mercancía Bazar

LOT OF GENERATORS
IDEAL FOR EXPORT LIGHT GENERATORS !!!
Lot of German brand Light generators.
Features: Automatic / Manual start, gasoline with three
single-phase inputs plus three-phase input ideal for
generating light or electric current.
STOCK: 300 UNITS
MINIMUM ORDER: 50 UNITS
PRICE 200 UNITS OR MORE …

€ 110

PRICE OTHER QUANTITIES ……… 118 €
Ideal For: Export all over Africa… Morocco, Algeria, Dakar,
etc.

Europe is consolidated as the
largest customer for Spanish
exports
The Spanish export is still on the crest of the wave, and
there is a fact that illustrates it perfectly: sales of goods
and services to other countries have doubled from 2005 to
today, and in the first half of 2017 have increased by 10%
over the same period of the previous year. And among all this
unstoppable increase, Europe, or rather, the European Union,
is the main protagonist.
The EU receives 72.3% of all products that leave our borders,
a figure that produces vertigo, especially when compared to
the record that was in 2008, less than a decade ago, 59.71%.
France, Germany, Portugal, Italy, the United Kingdom and, to a
lesser extent, the Netherlands make up the main customer core
of Spanish exports , which despite its good health, has a key
issue to resolve, opening up to new markets.
The protectionism proposed by Donald Trump in the United
States and the policies aimed at strengthening the internal
market in China have become two hard pitfalls for a Spanish

export that sees two of the world’s largest importers close
their doors . That is why the national companies, whose
activity lives a continuous and intense growth, are in the
search of new and emerging markets that relocate a sector
monopolized by the European powers

Where to export in 2017? The
5 most interesting countries
for the Spanish market
The export is a sector in full economic boom , but the crest
of the wave of its growth is still to come and there is still
time to take advantage of the force of a current that accepts
new passengers. There are still large emerging markets to
discover and exploit, whose appearance makes changing the
roadmap of our map an option to take into account:
Denmark : According to data provided by the prestigious Forbes
magazine, the Scandinavian country is the nation with the
highest minimum wage in the world, and economic inequalities
between different incomes are practically non-existent. Its
great financial power makes Denmark a suitable territory to
complete an interesting client portfolio
Morocco : The rise in the minimum wage in the North African
country has been one of the main drivers (together with public
employment and inflation control) that have generated an
economic growth of 5%, which has mainly affected domestic
demand. The sum of these agents has been the perfect breeding
ground to increase purchasing power in most Moroccan homes, a
factor that makes this territory fertile land for export, and
also has the advantage of its proximity to Spain (which means

a reduction in logistics costs), and also, to be a port of
entry to explore other African markets
Croatia : The majority of our European neighbors have already
advanced positions to enter the market of the Balkan country,
whose interest lies mainly in being the threshold to other
nations in Southeast Europe. Its economy, somewhat stagnant,
and its size, just over four million inhabitants, do not
detract from a territory in which Germany, Austria or Italy
have already decided to venture, but without having the good
image of quality / price that Only Spain holds, a distinction
worth using in this Adriatic country
Germany : The great European power could not be missing in
this ranking, since it is a powerful partner to take into
account for most Spanish companies. Security and the legalfiscal framework, which bears great similarities with Spanish,
form a robust tandem that converts the German nation into a
country that should not be lacking in any client portfolio
Ireland : Perhaps overshadowed by its gigantic neighbor, the
United Kingdom, the Brexit confirmation has finally placed
them on the map of Spanish companies. It is one of the most
abandoned markets by national companies, which have never
explored this territory, perhaps driven away by a financial
crisis already overcome, and in what way. Despite needing a
bailout in a still very recent past, Ireland is today the
European nation with the highest economic growth, with an
annual rate of 5%, and its inhabitants enjoy the second
highest per capita income of the entire continent
[: en] The export sector is a huge economic boom, but the peak
of the growth wave is yet to come and there is still time to
harness the power of a current that accepts new passengers.
The major emerging markets discovered and exploited, whose
appearance makes change the roadmap of our map is an option to
take into account:
Denmark : According to data provided by the prestigious Forbes
magazine, the Scandinavian country is the highest nation in
the world’s minimum wage, and economic disparities between

different incomes are virtually non-existent. Its great
financial strength make Denmark an appropriate territory to
complete an interesting client portfolio
Morocco : raising the minimum wage in the North African
country was one of the main drivers (for public employment and
inflation control) that generated economic growth of 5%, which
particularly affected domestic demand. The sum of these agents
has been the ideal breeding ground for increasing purchasing
power in most Moroccan households, a factor that makes this
territory fertile for export, and also has the advantage of
its proximity to the country. Spain (which means a reduction
in logistics costs), and also to be an entire port of entry to
explore other African markets
Croatia : Most of our European neighbors already have advanced
position to enter the market in the Balkan country, whose
interest lies mainly in the threshold being to other countries
of Southeast Europe. Its economy, something stagnant, and its
size, a little over four million inhabitants, no less
attractive territory where Germany, Austria and Italy have
already decided to venture, but without the good quality image
/ price that Spain cherishes, a distinction worth using in
this country on the Adriatic
Germany : The great European power could not fail in this
ranking because it is a powerful partner to take into account
for most Spanish companies. The security and legal and fiscal
framework, which holds huge similarities with the Spanish,
form a solid tandem that make the German nation in a country
that should not be missed in a client
Ireland : Perhaps overshadowed by its giant neighbor, the UK,
Brexit’s confirmation put them on the map at the end of
Spanish companies. It is one of the most neglected by domestic
companies, which has never explored this territory, perhaps
driven by a financial crisis and overcome the markets, and
how. In need of a bailout despite a very recent past, Ireland
is today the fastest growing European nation at an annual rate
of 5%, and its inhabitants enjoy the second highest income per
capita. inhabitant across the continent

[:en]Exportation is a booming economic sector, but the crest
of the wave of growth is still to come and there is still time
to take advantage of the strength of a stream that accepts new
passengers. There are large emerging markets to discover and
to exploit, whose appearance makes changing the roadmap of our
map an option to take very into account:
Denmark: According to data provided by the prestigious Forbes
magazine, the Scandinavian country is the nation with the
highest minimum wage in the world, and the economic
inequalities between the different incomes are practically
nonexistent. Its great financial power make Denmark a suitable
territory to complete an interesting client portfolio
Morocco: The rise of the minimum wage in the North African
country has been one of the main drivers (along with public
employment and inflation control) that have generated 5%
economic growth, which has affected mainly domestic demand.
The sum of these agents has been the perfect breeding ground
to increase purchasing power in most Moroccan homes, a factor
that makes this territory fertile land for export and which
also has the advantage of its proximity to Spain (Which
entails a reduction in logistical costs), as well as being a
port of entry to explore other African markets
Croatia: Most of our European neighbors have already advanced
positions to enter the market of the Balkan country, whose
interest lies mainly in being the threshold towards other
nations of south-east Europe. Its economy, somewhat stagnant,
and its size, barely a little more than four million
inhabitants, do not detract from attractiveness to a territory
in which Germany, Austria or Italy have already decided to
venture, but without the good image of quality / price that
Only treasures Spain, a distinction that is worth using in
this country of the Adriatic
Germany: The great European power could not be missing in this
ranking, since it is a powerful partner to consider for most
Spanish companies. Security and the legal-fiscal framework,
which has enormous similarities with Spanish, form a robust

tandem that make the German nation a country that should not
be lacking in any portfolio of clients
Ireland: Perhaps eclipsed by their gigantic neighbor, the
United Kingdom, Brexit’s confirmation has finally placed them
on the map of Spanish companies. It is one of the most
abandoned markets by national companies, which have never
explored this territory, perhaps driven away by a financial
crisis already overcome, and in what form. Despite needing a
bailout in a very recent past, Ireland is today the European
nation with the highest economic growth, with an annual rate
of 5%, and its inhabitants enjoy the second highest per capita
income in the whole continent

